
 

TS60 Skewer Machine: An Industrial Solution for Efficient Kebab 

Production 

The TS60 Skewer Machine is an industrial-grade appliance designed for 

skewering koobideh kebabs in restaurants, catering businesses, and food 

production facilities. This machine boasts a remarkable production rate of 1200 

skewers per hour, ensuring seamless and efficient koobideh kebab preparation. 

Key Features of the TS60 Skewer Machine 

1. Premium Korean and Japanese Components: The TS60 Skewer 

Machine is meticulously crafted using high-quality components 

sourced from Korea and Japan. These top-notch components 

contribute to the machine's extended lifespan, enhanced 

performance, and overall reliability. 

2. Safety First with Lifeguard and Motor Protection: Prioritizing 

safety, the TS60 Skewer Machine is equipped with both lifeguard 

and motor protection mechanisms. These safeguards effectively 

prevent potential hazards and ensure the safety of both the operator 

and the machine itself. 

3. Consistent and Uniform Koobideh Production: Employing 

advanced technology, the TS60 Skewer Machine consistently 

produces uniform koobideh kebabs tailored to the desired weight 

specifications. This feature ensures consistent appearance, texture, 

and taste across all kebabs produced. 

4. Time and Labor Savings: The machine's exceptional speed 

translates into significant time and labor savings. This advantage is 

particularly valuable for restaurants, catering businesses, and food 

production facilities that handle high volumes of koobideh kebabs. 

5. Cost-Effective Solution: By automating the koobideh skewering 

process, the TS60 Skewer Machine contributes to substantial cost 

savings in terms of labor and overall expenses. This makes it an 

attractive investment for businesses seeking to optimize their 

operations and reduce costs. 

6. Durable Construction with High-Grade Materials: The TS60 

Skewer Machine is constructed using premium materials that 

guarantee long-lasting durability. This reduces maintenance costs 

and extends the machine's operational lifespan. 

7. Comprehensive After-Sales Services: To ensure customer 

satisfaction, the TS60 Skewer Machine comes with comprehensive 

after-sales services. These services encompass machine 

maintenance, operational training, and expert consultation to guide 

users effectively. 

8. Warranty Coverage: The machine is backed by a comprehensive 

warranty, providing peace of mind for users. In case of any issues, 

the warranty covers the replacement of defective parts free of charge. 

9. 24/7 Operator Support: For prompt assistance, a dedicated 24/7 

operator is available to address any concerns or technical issues that 

may arise. This support includes operational guidance and 

troubleshooting assistance. 

Conclusion 

The TS60 Skewer Machine stands out as an exceptional industrial solution for 

koobideh kebab production, catering to the needs of restaurants, catering 

businesses, and food manufacturing facilities. Its remarkable speed, consistent 

product quality, and labor-saving capabilities make it an invaluable asset for 

any operation seeking to enhance efficiency and productivity. 

For more information about this product, please scan the QR code below. 
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